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I have not always been in love with words. In fact for most of my life I was not thoroughly titillated by books.
Put simply: I hated reading and books without pictures they were useless to me!

I remember falling in love with English as a subject because the textbook we used at that time, English
Grammar, were rich in illustrations… I mastered the art of tracing images very early on.

I hated reading books so badly that my mother had to lock me in my room until I read a chapter a day and
wrote what it was about before I went out to play. With no Google at the time, I could not search for the
synopsis of these books online and cheat Mother. Things became serious when I lost my post as ‘Baba’ in the
‘Cha Mama Cha Baba’ estate game! I had to do some reading!

I told my mother I loved books with pictures. She listened and understood. She bought me a set of the
biggest books with the most amazing illustrations I had ever seen. It was a set of 12 A2 books with timeless
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fairy-tales: Cinderella, Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs, Rapunzel, Sleeping Beauty and so on. I did not read
a single one. My younger sister who had just learned how to read was doing way better than I was. I got
really bored of them after I mastered how to draw all the characters. Mother was furious!

Unfortunately Mother passed away before she witnessed my love for books.

I fell in love with books in 6th grade. I had caught bronchitis and decided to research on it in my father’s
encyclopedias. Bronchitis sounded deadly and I needed to see how much time I had in the world.

I could not spell the word right, so ended up reading a whole lot of unimportant things before I got to it. I
realized I was enjoying it. Reading that is. I did not even get to the word.

I started reading the encyclopedias everyday after school because I was not allowed to carry them to school.
In less than a year I had read the whole set. After that I went back to those huge books Mother bought eons
back and read all of them again. My classmates were reading Goosebumps and Animorphs and Hardy Boys
and Sweet Valley This and Sweet Valley That, while I caught up on Peter Pan and Little Red Riding Hood. From
then to this day, I make sure I read a book a month if not a book a week.

How I ended up working for a publishing house that focuses on exciting children about reading is
unexplainable.

I believe, from my entriely biased perspective, that Storymoja (the publishing house I work for) is doing an
amazing job getting children excited about reading. Projects such as Read Aloud bring children from all over
the country to break a World Record in Most People Reading the Same Text Aloud. We also do campaigns like
Start A Library, that encourages the public and companies to donate books to stock libraries in primary
schools that do not have such facilities.

Storymoja also runs the Storymoja Festival, a literature festival held every September and sees over 5000
people, including international and local writers, thinkers and personalities gather over three days in Nairobi
to participate in a range of debates, discussions, talks/interviews, workshops and competitions. The main
objective of the festival is to stimulate interest in ideas and books, and to celebrate knowledge.

This year, the Storymoja Festival will be taking place from the 17th to 21st September and will be hosting
great minds like Nobel Laureate Professor Wole Soyinka, filmmaker Kenny Mann and an array of renowned
poets and fiction writers.

Getting a book in every hand will be a long and exciting journey. A journey I am thrilled to be part of.
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